RAW MATERIAL AND SCRAPS

Sorting process of raw
material and scraps

Our long experience and our high-qualified staff,
combined with a very strict selection of the
suppliers, allow us to better classify and value the
incoming raw material, unavoidable starting point
in order to reach a final product with a high quality.
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PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS
RMG produces copper-based
alloys ingots as tin bronze,
aluminium bronze,
manganese brass, artistic
bronze and special alloys.
We are able to produce
according to EN 1982,
ASTM B30, JIS H 2202
(updated to the latest version)
and according to our
customers' internal specs.
Constant control of every
single process and continue
research of innovative
methods allow us to offer
quality products, both
regarding metals refinery and
respect of the analytical
standards, but also in terms
of metal yield.

Top quality copper-based
alloys ingots

Applications

Propellers, cleaners, valves
Gears, bushings, bearings, valves
Glass Moulding
Statues, bells, artistic applications
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QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENT

Quality

Innovation

Continuous
improvement of
analysis and research
methods, both on
incoming and outgoing
materials.

Availability in
evaluating new
products’
feasibility

Thanks to an internal
well-advanced
analytical
lab, equipped with an x-ray
spectometer, an optical
emission
quantometer
and a portable x-ray device
which are constantly controlled, we are able to keep
under control the whole manufacturing process in an
analytical way: from the
control of the incoming material to the check of the
analytical composition of the
final product.

Integrated certification for
quality and environment:





Regolamento (UE) N.
715/2013
UNI EN ISO 14001:2015
UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

Quality and environment
policy
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PRODUCTION & DELIVERY

1

Electric induction
furnace for manganese brass and
aluminium bronze

1

Rotary gas furnace for bronze

 Abt.

2,2 MT weight of each casting

 Abt.

1,1 MT weight of each pallet

 Abt.

13 Kg aluminium bronze and
brass ingots

 Abt.

15 Kg bronze ingots

 Availability

 Quick

delivery:
10 days - avg. order fulfilment

 Always

on-time:
Punctuality of deliveries

 Deliveries

in compliance with the
terms of delivery agreed upon
with the customer

 Deliveries

all over the world

 Management

Software: Complete
traceability of every single batch
thanks to our business software

to supply a trial lot

 Test

certificate for each single
casting
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RECYCLING NON FERROUS METALS
The production of copperbased alloys ingots inserts
itself in the metals recycling
cycle.
This activity is completely
eco-sustainable: if
implemented with proper
standards, controls and
authorizations, it allows the
waste material and demolition scraps recycling, without
drawing virgin raw material.

60%
WASTE
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35%
EOW
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This cycle is virtually
endless: the same material
can be recycled and
continuously re-used.
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